natural australian lamb

matilda’s — lamb

matilda’s natural australian lamb is a high quality,
chilled all-natural product; pasture raised with
no added hormones, raised without antibiotics
and underpinned by animal welfare certification.
a pure product from a pure environment.
australia is renowned globally as a producer of
high quality lamb, matilda’s works closely with
ranchers to deliver a consistent and sustainable
supply throughout the year to ensure we are meeting
the high expectations of our customers.

matildas natural australian lamb is graded at the
processing facility to ensure only the very best
are selected, the cuts are then vacuum sealed
for freshness and shipped to you as a chilled
product (never frozen), allowing the product to
age naturally. matilda’s natural australian lamb
is available in a full range of well-trimmed cuts
suitable for retail and food service outlets.
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pasture raised
matilda’s natural australian lamb is produced in
southern australia as a pasture raised product; our
sheep are grazed in open pastures and grasslands
(paddocks) for the majority of their life. this means
our lambs receive the substantial percentage of
their feed and nutrients from open pastures. the
only time our sheep and lambs are housed and fed
supplementary feed (consisting of hay, silage and
intact grain) is in extreme weather conditions.

australian summers can be harsh, it’s
typically the lowest rainfall season in

free range

southern australia, pasture dries up and
livestock sometimes requires supplementary

matilda’s natural australian lamb sources

feeding to ensure their health and wellbeing

livestock from ranchers who graze their sheep

is maintained. hay may also be supplementary

and lambs on open pastures, this is verified

fed in rare occasions when pastures are

through the mandatory australian national vendor

too wet making the grass “water logged”

declaration (nvd) form and tracing the livestock

resulting in lower nutritional value.

through the national livestock identification
system (nlis) – a mandatory livestock tracking
system regulated by the australian government
and industry bodies. shelters are provided in
pastures for extreme weather conditions.
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from our land to yours
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n at ur a l au s t r a l i a n l a mb

natural

raised without antibiotics

matilda’s natural australian lamb does not

it is not industry practice to use antibiotics in lamb

contain artificial ingredients or additives; all

production in australia unless a lamb is showing signs of

products have been minimally processed.

illness. when this does occur, the rancher or veterinarian
will administer a suitable antibiotic for the treatment of

no added hormones

the illness, the lamb is identified and recorded on the nvd

the use of hormone growth promotants for sheep

declaration requirement for all livestock transactions.

and lamb production in australia is prohibited.

lambs that have been treated with antibiotics are excluded

when sold. the nvd is a government mandatory statutory

from the matildas natural australian lamb program.
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animal welfare certification
on the ranch, livestock welfare has been
developed by animal health australia, the sheep
industry as well as state and federal governments
and is regulated through state legislation.
the standards are based on current scientific
knowledge, recommended industry practice and
community expectations.
the australian livestock processing industry
animal welfare certification system (aawcs)
is an independently audited, usda recognised
certification program used by australian
livestock processors to demonstrate compliance
with industry best practice animal welfare
standards. the aawcs covers all animal welfare
activities at a participating livestock processing
establishment - from receival of livestock at the
establishment to the point of humane processing.

LIVESTOCK
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the inspiration for the name matilda came
from the famous australian poem by banjo
patterson, “waltzing matilda”, australia’s
unofficial national anthem. the poem
speaks of a wanderer, travelling the open
road on foot (hence the term ‘waltzing’),
his belongings packed in his swag or bundle
of possessions. for most of these men,
swagmen as they were called, their blanket
and their swag was their only companion at
night and became known as a ‘matilda’.

waltzing matilda reflects a simple
life, not restricted by possessions or
responsibilities other than the need
to find your next meal and a place
to sleep, under the stars. the name,
matilda, has been ingrained into the
australian psyche and way of life, it
captures the essence of australia and
conjures images of wide open spaces,
green pastures and blue skies.
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telephone
+61 (0) 8 8413 8000

meat & livestock australia

128 gilbert st,
adelaide, sa 5000

food photography:

for more information:

website matildas.com.au
email sales@samex.com.au

